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Roadmap of the talk…

• Update on global trade developments

• Overview of drivers of trade growth and trade’s contribution to 
growth

• WTO Global Trade Model baseline development

• Trade policy scenarios

• China 2030 rebalancing

• Concluding remarks



Real time indicator…slower trade growth..



Ratio: merchandise trade volume growth to real 
GDP growth, world, 1981-2017

Source: WTO (2017), % change and ratio. 

 



There is broad agreement across international 
organizations on the short term outlook for world 
trade 

• Trade volume data are not directly 
comparable across organizations due to 
different methodologies (e.g. merchandise 
vs. goods and services.)

• Despite these differences, there is broad 
agreement on the short term outlook for 
trade.  

• WTO expects merchandise trade volume 
growth to moderate from 4.7% in 2017 to 
4.4% in 2018 and 4.0% in 2019 (April press 
release).

• This is an improvement from 2011-2016 
when trade grew 2.8% on average, but it is 
still below the 4.8% average since 1990.

• Rising trade tensions and increased use of 
trade measures make forecasts for trade 
and output less certain. Downside risks 
are rising.

Sources: WTO International Trade Statistics, IMF World Economic Outlook 
database, OECD Economic Outlook, World Bank Global Economic Prospects.
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Trade and Growth – a lot has happened in the past 35 years

• Integration has slowed compared to rapid pace of “long 1990’s”.

• Multilateral, regional and unilateral liberalization in this period exceptional.  Rapid trade growth and 
integration.

• But best measures of trade growth suggest openness policies accounted for roughly 25% of that growth.  
Most growth was due to fundamental and reasonably synchronized macro growth, falling trade costs, 
technology.

• Counts of “protectionist” measures have not yet translated into significant “measured rise” in trade costs.

• Trade growth driven by fundamental macro factors, uncertainty?  

• But recovered in 2017, despite all the rhetoric.  But 2018 and 2019 show worrying signs.

• 2018 saw a number of major trade policy actions between WTO members.

• What might be impact? 
• Short term not likely overly dramatic on macro indicators unless accompanied by other policy.  Lessons from Great 

Depression and Great Recession.

• Sector and Trade shifting.

• Longer term? Some large countries could slowly fall behind global technology frontier.  
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Projected GDP and exports 2012-26

Source: Fontagné, Fouré and Keck (2017), WTO (2016) and WTO (2013), in billion constant 2004 US$. 



Global trade integration has 
evolved significantly since the 
1980’s
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1980

Source: Calculations are based on data from the Direction of Trade Statistics (DOTS).

Systemic relevance in the global trade
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Trade and GDP growth

• GDP growth has moved hand in hand 
with integration in the world economy.

• Although this relationship does not 
show causation, we know trade 
increases growth through various 
channels.

• Kernel density of real GDP at PPP 
weighted by population shows evidence 
of convergence. 

Source: WTO (2014)



Source: IMF, WB and WTO (2017), based on Lakner-Milanovic (2013), World Panel Income Distribution dataset and World 

Development Indicators. 

Trade and poverty



Tariffs have come down but reform stalled since the 
early 2000s
Tariffs in advanced economies (left) and emerging 
market and developing economies (right) 
(mean and interquartile range)



US trade costs and trade growth, Novy, 2009 and USITC
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Some current in-process estimates of trade costs following 
Head & Reiss (2001).



Source: Faijgelbaum and Khandelwal (2016, Table V). Country classification is from WEO.

Hypothetical loss from closing off trade:
Bottom and top deciles



Some basic trade facts…

• Global trade 2017 $22 Trillion - $17 goods and $5 services

• US-China Trade 3%

• Global automobile trade 8%

• Total trade under WTO MFN – 75%, of which ¾ is MFN = 0, trade 
under preferential tariffs is 25%.



• Simulations indicate that a combination of higher import tariffs by the United 
States and retaliatory measures by its trading partners could take a toll on 
growth, particularly if they were to reduce confidence and thus investment 

• A sustained escalation of trade actions would also risk undermining the 
multilateral WTO framework. The consequences would be dire and would 
disrupt global supply chains, severely reduce the chances of further reduction 
in global trade barriers, and hurt consumers—especially low-income 
households—by raising the price of imported goods

• Excessive global imbalances would also remain unaddressed 

• KEEP IN MIND SIMULATIONS ARE NOT FORECASTS/PREDICTIONS.
• They illustrate the likely direct economic effects of specific trade policy 

measures.
• They can be overwhelmed by other economic forces affecting trade –

see 3rd bullet on slide 6.

Further escalation in trade tensions could affect 
confidence and the global economic significantly



Various scenarios have been assessed 
by IOs and academics

• The results depend on specific tariff scenarios, the design of the economic model, and 
the potential for spillover effects into the macro economy (business and consumer 
confidence).

• Traditional direct tariff analysis typically shows results ranging from 0.1% to over 2.2% 
global GDP losses compared to a baseline growth scenario.

• These results will depend crucially on size and extent of tariff scenarios (larger tariffs, 
more sectors and countries affected, larger impacts) and whether or not the models 
include effects such as productivity loses (Melitz) to consumer variety losses (love of 
variety models.

• If analysis includes examining potential effects on investment (business confidence) the 
effects can increase quite substantially.

• Models typically cannot account for potential interaction between real and financial 
sectors, thus if tariff policies reinforce potential adverse effects from existing financial 
sector risks the effects could be bigger. 
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Some scenario simulations – Methodology: 
Model and baseline



Some hypothetical scenarios around trade conflict…remember 
illustrating certain economic forces at play – NOT A FORECAST.



5 scenarios – all hypothetical



Simulated global trade impacts



Share in global GDP



Trade balance as share of GDP



Foreign value added in gross exports



Let’s look at a different question – potential implications of 
broad economic change in China…China 2025, 2030, 2040



Historical high savings rate…



Current account balances….



The scenarios – using WTO GTM again…





Servicification of the global economy in the 
baseline



Falling trade costs – remember trade costs table 
from earlier in presentation…



Structural change in China…



Structural change…



Rising consumption in China



China trade balance…net importer?



Evolution of sectoral composition….



Structural change in China: Impact on the 
world?



Bilateral trade with US?



Concluding remarks….
• Global trade has changed dramatically over the last 35 

years.

• Forces driving trade are a mix of trade policy and broader 
macroeconomic forces.

• Trade will continue to evolve in the next 35 years.

• Trade conflict can be very costly, particularly so if it affects 
macro economic drivers and long term potential growth.

• Using trade costs, insights on economic fundamentals and a 
global simulation model to organize our thinking we can 
parse how some of these various forces may affect the 
evolution of trade flows in a time of trade conflict and rapid 
economic change.


